
Open Position in Mutimedia 
Security and Privacy 

The Signal Processing in Communications Group (GPSC, http://webs.uvigo.es/gpscuvigo/), 
affiliated with the Department of Signal Theory and Communications at University of 
Vigo, Spain, invites applications for Research assistant positions in the field of 
Multimedia Security and Privacy. 

• The GPSC is a worldwide reference group in the fields of Multimedia Security and 
Privacy and Signal Processing in Communications. The group has more than 100 
journal and 200 conference papers published, and several awarded PhD theses (4 
Best Ph. D. Thesis Awards of the Spanish Official Institute of Telecommunications 
Engineers); some of its members serve as Associate Editors of various IEEE 
Transactions; over 10 million euros raised in funded research; 17 international and 8 
Spanish patents filed, covering a wide range of technologies, like printed document 
protection, multimedia robust hash, watermarking for surveillance systems, and 
signal processing in the encrypted domain, among others; several companies have 
spun-off from the group, and two research centers have been established (Galician 
Research Centre in Advanced Telecommunications—Gradiant—, ICT Research Center 
of the University of Vigo—AtlantTIC). 
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The Signal Processing in Communications Group (GPSC, http://webs.uvigo.es/gpscuvigo/), 
affiliated with the Department of Signal Theory and Communications at University of 
Vigo, Spain, invites applications for Research assistant positions in the field of 
Multimedia Security and Privacy. 

• GPSC has praised research facilities for developing both hardware and software for 
digital multimedia processing and communications, valued over 5 Million Euros, and 
a longstanding close cooperation with regional industry with hiring agreements of 
GPSC-trained engineers and doctors by the industrial partners. About 60% of the 
annual research budget comes from contracts with industry. GPSC members have 
taken active roles in the creation of several high-tech companies which employ over 
50 former students. 

• GPSC has also established international partnerships with several research centers 
and universities, including the Universities of Siena, Geneva, Trento, Politecnico di 
Milano, University College Dublin, Technical University Delft, University of New 
Mexico, University of Illinois, and CNRS that have regularly led to co-authored papers 
and research secondments. 

• Hence, the selected candidates will enjoy unique opportunities to participate in 
exciting research projects with both industry and academia. 
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Open positions for Researcher profiles on: 

Multimedia Forensics (ref: MFOR) 

Signal Processing in the Encrypted Domain (ref: SPED) 

Multimedia Privacy (ref: MPRI) 

Conditions 

• Work contract with national insurance 

• Salary depending on candidate’s CV 

• Starting date: February/March 2014 

• Length: one-year contract, extendable till December 2015 
 

Candidates send CV and academic record to jobs-gpsc@gts.uvigo.es, indicating 
the corresponding reference in the subject 
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Multimedia Forensics 
(ref: MFOR) 

Multimedia forensics deals with the estimation of the processing a 
content has gone through. This estimate provides information, for 
example, on the networks used for distributing the content, the 
capturing device, and used software editing tools. Subsequently, this 
information can be exploited for detecting content manipulations. 

 

We will value knowledge of 

• Signal Processing 

• Statistics 

• Image/Video Coding 

Forged! 



Signal Processing in the 
Encrypted Domain 

(ref: SPED) 

Traditional cryptography can protect data during communication or storage, 
but it cannot prevent the access to the data when they are sent to an 
untrustworthy party. Through advanced encryption techniques, SPED provides 
means to process signals while they are encrypted, without prior decryption 
and without the decryption key, thus enabling fully secure services like Cloud 
computing over encrypted data. 

 

We will value knowledge of 

• Signal Processing 

• Cryptography 

• Number Theory 



Multimedia Privacy 
(ref: MPRI) 

Privacy is concerned with the protection of data related to one’s self. In the 
Internet era, sensitive information about one person can be collected and 
inferred from observable data even when such data are encrypted. We want to 
investigate how much private information is leaked when using standard 
systems and use the results to design practical tools that provide anonymity, 
preserve privacy when accessing multimedia assets, and protect users of 
location-based services.      

 

We will value knowledge of 

• Signal Processing 

• Computer Networks 

• Computer Security 


